
 
Quality Cleaning at Affordable Prices 

CORE Cleaning 
 
This cleaning plan is a popular option to the Deluxe Clean because it focuses on the CORE and often hardest 
rooms / areas to clean and is discounted 20% below our Deluxe Clean. 
 
The areas included in the CORE Cleaning: 
 
 Kitchen and the adjacent dining area (kitchen table and chairs) not the formal Dining Room 
 All Bathrooms 
 One additional room of your choosing  

o (Family Room is the most popular choice because it’s often next to the kitchen and the 
Family Room is a high traffic room. 

 Vacuum and Mop all floors throughout the home including stairs 
 Collect trash throughout the home 

 
The maids clean these rooms the same way as the Deluxe cleaning, so you get the same high-quality 
cleaning you expect with the Deluxe Clean.   
 
 

Important things to know about CORE Cleaning 
 

 The Kitchen area includes the adjacent dining area. In this cleaning package the kitchen is 
considered to be the area where the kitchen countertops and cabinets end, PLUS the kitchen table 
and chairs. 
 

 We do not make all the beds in the home.  We only make the bed if the additional room selected is a 
bedroom.  Customers can purchase bed stripping and changing sheets as an option for any bedroom 
at $3 per bed. 
 

 You can change your one additional room cleaned at any time.  Contact the office or simply leave a 
note for the maids. 
 

 Your one additional room cannot be larger than a typical Family/Living room.  Some basements 
have extra-large rooms.  Any room selected that is larger than a normal Family/Living room is 
subject to additional fees to cover the additional time for the larger room.  It’s typically $10 more 
for a large room. 
 

 We clean the Kitchen, Bathrooms, plus one room.  The rest of the home we vacuum/mop the floors 
plus collect the trash but we don’t clean or dust these rooms.  

 
 You can upgrade or return to Deluxe Cleaning at any time.   

 
 Many customers often purchase a Spring Cleaning every year, or more frequently, to get their 

entire home cleaned including those areas not included in the CORE Cleaning. 


